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Change the colors of your GUI components in the IDE project windows. Import and export themes from other IDE. Create or edit a theme in WYSIWYG mode. Apply the created/edited theme to your project, application or the whole IDE. As you can see from its small size, it can be very handy, depending on how often you use the IDE. The code is available at Codeplex
and is offered under the Apache license. Delphi IDE Theme Editor Features: Supports Delphi 5, 6, 7, 2005, BDS/Turbo 2006 and RAD Studio 2007, 2009, 2010, XE, XE2. Import and export themes from other IDE. Create or edit a theme in WYSIWYG mode. Apply the created/edited theme to your project, application or the whole IDE. Small and handy. Supports Delphi 5,
6, 7, 2005, BDS/Turbo 2006 and RAD Studio 2007, 2009, 2010, XE, XE2. Import and export themes from other IDE. Create or edit a theme in WYSIWYG mode. Apply the created/edited theme to your project, application or the whole IDE. Simple and easy to use. How to run and use the Delphi IDE Theme Editor? After downloading the installer, install the free Delphi IDE
Theme Editor App to your computer. Or just extract the files from the installer. To launch the application, double click on the "Delphi IDE Theme Editor.exe" icon. To get started creating or editing themes, select Create or Edit Theme from the main menu. To import or export theme from another IDE, select IDE Theme from the main menu, and use the Add or Edit
button. When you are finished, double click on the "OK" button. Change the colors of your GUI components in the IDE project windows. To get started, import a theme from another IDE and apply it. All built-in themes are available from the standard Delphi and Lazarus colors. If you have any questions, suggestions or comments, please post them here. A: One way is
to use the GExperts IDE Theme Designer. It has an export feature which allows you to export a set of settings and the IDE Theme Editor will load the settings
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Features: - Import an existing theme. - Customize the color setting of any IDE element. - Customize the default color setting and theme properties. - Export an existing settings file and import it. - Install theme files. - Export settings to a XML file. - Export theme information to an XML file. - View the color code with the Go To Hex Color dialog. - Add a keyword to the list
of available Colors in the Theme Editor. - Apply your newly created or modified color settings to the current project or IDE instance. - Set default themes for your Delphi or Lazarus IDE. - Change the whole palette color for the instance of Delphi or Lazarus IDE and for a project. - Get Delphi IDE Theme Editor Reviews - George Williams (Follow Me on Twitter) - Lorenzo
Albero (Delphi-Friends) - Leila Meyers (Delphi-Friends) - Marcin Mikołajczak (ReadWriteWeb) - Pawel Olesiński (Project Wonderland) - Róża Perša (Foundation DB) - Tomasz Wojtala (Rich Web Developer) - Toni Novy (Rich Web Developer) - William Widmer (Rich Web Developer) - Win Z. (Delphi-Friends) - More than 30 Beta testers have helped our team to improve the
application before its release. Thank you. - View the Delphi IDE Theme Editor Google Analytics - The application is only available for Windows. It's well...Delphi! Yes, even Delphi. - Version 1.0 released on 27/10/2012. Download Delphi IDE Theme Editor * Current Version 1.0.7 - 28/12/2012 * Download the latest version from the Delphi IDE Theme Editor page. Delphi
IDE Theme Editor Requirements: * Compatible with: b7e8fdf5c8
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Delphi IDE Theme Editor is a small and handy application that will help you change the Delphi (Rad Studio) and Lazarus IDE color settings from scratch or importing existing themes from another IDE like Visual Studio or Eclipse Themes. The current version supports Delphi 5, 6, 7, 2005, BDS/Turbo 2006 and RAD Studio 2007, 2009, 2010, XE, XE2. Get Delphi IDE
Theme Editor and take it for a spin to see what it can actually do for you! Features: * IDE Themes editor (IDE window) * Quick&Easy Quickstarter wizard * Full support for Delphi 5, 6, 7, 2005, BDS/Turbo 2006 and RAD Studio 2007, 2009, 2010, XE, XE2 and other Delphi IDE versions. Requirements: * Windows 95/98/ME/2000/XP/Vista/7/8 * Delphi/BDS/Lazarus IDE *
Current Delphi IDE * IDE mainwindow borders (glass, shadow, tab) Questions? Contact me at carlos@idiom.co.uk _____________________ Coming Soon: * Many more Delphi & Lazarus IDE Themes available. Get Delphi IDE Theme Editor and find out if there are more themes that you are missing! * Live preview when running/saving changes. * Change colors of IDE tabs *
Change IDE toolbar separator and window control color. * Add color scheme via separate dialogs * Integrate with existing Delphi IDE * Keep a single Theme list of all IDE themes for manual updating _____________________ Delphi IDE Theme Editor License: Delphi IDE Theme Editor is Copyright (c) 2008-2020 by Carlos Saullar (www.carlos.me). All rights reserved. You
can contact me at www.carlos.me Thank you for using this application and any donations and/or purchases will be greatly appreciated! This product may be not be re-distributed in the free version and unredistributable commercial version. Disclaimer This product may not be re-distributed in the free version and unredistributable commercial version and use any one
of the registered trademark of Creative Artists Agency or any of the registered trademarks of the individual software products of any of the trademark holders.Q

What's New In?

Delphi IDE Theme Editor is a small and handy application that will help you change the color settings in Delphi and Lazarus IDE. The current version supports Delphi 5, 6, 7, 2005, BDS/Turbo 2006 and RAD Studio 2007, 2009, 2010, XE, XE2. Delphi IDE Theme Editor Overview: The main application window shows a normal IDE, as any other IDE editor or RAD, IDE can
be. In the left pane, a list of recent or defined users themes, from other applications or downloaded from the Delphi developer portal, are listed and can be moved between. The top pane has a two-row list of all available light themes for the current application version. The current theme is selected automatically when the application starts. Each theme can be
highlighted using the mouse. The selected theme is saved and next time the theme applies to the application the save is applied. The Delphi IDE Theme Editor can help you: - Find and install Delphi IDE Theme Editor from the Delphi Developer Portal. - Backup themes on your PC, and restore them on new computers. - Change the Light and Dark themes, between
which Delphi applications switch automatically. - View and edit the theme XML files. - Undo and redo changes. - Set Light and Dark themes on Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, and Windows 10. - Use standard Windows themes and custom Light/Dark themes. - Edit XML files in Notepad or another text editor. - Change the theme transparency and font colors for
high-color displays. - View all XML files used to configure application settings. - Show current theme in the IDE. - Set Delphi applications to open in the background with Windows. - Convert your current theme into one or more custom XML files to easily re-apply it to any Delphi application. - Import and export XML files. Features: - Define your own Light theme from
scratch, or import existing Light or Dark themes from other applications. - Add new themes from any application other than Delphi IDE Theme Editor using the auto-detection feature. - Set Delphi applications to open in the background with Windows. - Import and export XML files. - Open and import standard Windows themes. - Open and import custom Light/Dark
themes. - Set transparency between 0.0 to 1.0 (or pick a value between the two
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System Requirements:

Mac OS 10.6.8 or higher CPU: 2.8 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo or faster Memory: 2 GB RAM Disk space: 4 GB For Windows users, you need Java 6 update 21 or higher. For Linux users, you need version 2.6.29 or later of the Linux kernel (which is on most Linux distros). Sound Card Keyboard Dual Shock controller JAVA Do you like games?
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